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Proven Results 2009/2010: Hayward Suspension Bikes have brought home 12 National Championships
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SA Racing and Aftermarket shocks
News Flash: Jade Gutzeit and Louwrens Mahoney
win the first three Nationals with Hayward’s suspension: revalved KYB forks and Fox RC3 shocks. Jade’s
comment after the mini roof national: “I felt like I could
ride a gear higher over the rocks and the shock just felt
better and better the faster I went.” Louwrence’s comment after Vryburg National: “Hilton is the man! I won
the race and my bike was handling like a dream!”
Aftermarket shocks have features not found on production material. All the trick bits cost too much to make it onto the production shocks.
Fox’s RC3for example has special coated aluminium body and
spindle, lightweight alu pistons, large volume reservoir, non return valve on rebound, fast preload adjuster and high speed,
lowspeed bottoming resistance and rebound adjuster. All these
combined with good valving gives an almost infinitely adjustable
shock with phenomenal performance and big safety benefits.

KYB also has semi factory suspension available for dirt bikes. The
KYB aftermarket units provides better adjustability and better
stiffness than the production ones, as well as special factory settings and anti friction coatings such as DLC coated spindles and
kashima coated bodies and cylinders. All those special features
reduce friction greatly and substantially enhance performance.
I see many tricked bikes here in SA. But few have paid careful attention to the performance gains offered by aftermarket
suspension. Hayward Suspension is a KYB dealer and the Fox
Importer and I hope that more dealers realise that aftermarket
suspension has huge potential to offer that ever important handling edge to their customers. Remember:
Power is nothing without control!
If you would like to know more technical details, price and availability on aftermarket suspension please contact me.

